How Do Room and Apparatus Cues Control Navigation in the Morris Water Task? Evidence for Distinct Contributions to a Movement Vector
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The present study compared the relative influence of location and direction on navigation in the Morris water task. Rats were trained with a fixed hidden or cued platform, and probe trials were conducted with the pool repositioned such that the absolute spatial location of the platform was centered in the opposite quadrant of the pool. Rather than swimming to the platform location, rats swam in the direction that was reinforced during training, resulting in navigation to the relative location of the platform in the pool and search at the approximate distance from the pool wall. Pool relocation tests revealed disruptions in cued navigation if the cued platform remained at the absolute location, whereas no disruption was observed if the platform remained at the relative location (same direction). The results indicate that direction holds greater influence than does location and further demonstrate that this observation is not altered by the amount of training or time on the platform. The authors propose that navigation in the water task involves a movement vector in which the distal cues and apparatus provide direction and distance information, respectively.
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The processes by which animals navigate between spatial locations have been intensely studied for many years and have been the subject of considerable debate. Place navigation is a term commonly used to indicate that animals navigate to specific places (e.g., a goal location) on the basis of the fixed spatial relationship between the location of interest and conspicuous exteroceptive stimuli (e.g., distal visual cues). This ability was a central feature of Tolman’s cognitive mapping theory (Tolman, 1948; Tolman, Ritchie, & Kalish, 1946) and, later, the influential mapping theory of O’Keefe and Nadel (1978). Perhaps the most intensely debated topic within this literature concerns precisely what is learned when navigation to a specific place is reinforced in the presence of distal visual cues. Mapping theory argues that animals navigate to precise spatial locations on the basis of a learned representation of the environment that includes where reinforcement occurs. During the early years of this debate, several alternative explanations were considered, including the learning of specific motor responses (Blodgett & McCutchan, 1947; Blodgett, McCutchan, & Mathews, 1949), approach–avoidance tendencies (Hull, 1943), and movement in a particular direction in the environment (Blodgett et al., 1949; see also Olton, Becker, & Handelmann, 1979).

Recently, the idea that animals navigate to goal locations by moving in a particular direction in the environment has received renewed interest (Skinner et al., 2003; Sutherland & Hamilton, 2004). To contrast navigation to places with directional responding, Skinner et al. (2003) trained rats to navigate to a goal location in a square open-field environment in the presence of multiple distal visual cues. Reinforcement was always located in one corner of the open field and the apparatus was repeatedly moved between two locations during training. One group of rats was trained such that movement in a particular direction (to the east-most corner opposite the release point) was reinforced for both apparatus locations, whereas another group was trained such that navigation to the same place in the room was reinforced regardless of the apparatus location. In agreement with the findings of Blodgett et al. (1949), the results of Skinner et al.’s study clearly demonstrated that directional responding was learned much more quickly than was navigation to a precise location. A consistent finding across these studies is that navigation to places requires the most training to meet criterion, compared with other forms of responding, prompting these authors to conclude that the contribution of place information to maze navigation is negligible.

The broad goal of the present study is to examine the relative contributions of information about location and direction to navigation in the Morris water task (Morris, 1981, 1984). In this task,
rats are trained to swim to a submerged (hidden) escape platform located in a fixed spatial location relative to a constellation of distal visual cues. Rats that have mastered this task take more or less direct trajectories to the platform from multiple release points and persist in searching at the platform location when it is removed during a probe trial (Morris, 1981; Sutherland & Dyck, 1984). It is generally agreed that distal visual cues provide the critical source of control in this task; however, whether animals solve the task by navigating to a precise location or by directional responding is not clear. Because the apparatus and the platform remain in the same location in the room throughout training and testing, it is impossible to rule out directional responding as one way by which animals navigate to the platform in the fixed platform water task.

The present set of experiments follows an initial observation in our laboratory (Weisend et al., 1995, and discussed in Sutherland & Hamilton, 2004) in which clear evidence for directional responding was observed in the Morris water task when the pool was relocated in the room. To our knowledge, a characterization of this phenomenon and the conditions under which it occurs in the Morris water task is not currently represented in the literature. For the present experiments, a Morris water task apparatus was constructed that allowed the pool to be positioned at either of two locations in the environment. Figure 1 shows the layout of the room, the two locations where the pool could be positioned, and the three locations where an escape platform could be placed. If an animal is trained to navigate to the escape platform at Location B and the pool is in Position 1, then moving the pool to Position 2 and removing the platform for a probe trial could result in several outcomes. The animal could navigate to the same, absolute spatial location (Location B) where the platform was located during training, which would support the hypothesis that rats navigate to specific locations. Alternatively, the animal could navigate in the direction of the platform location in the room (e.g., to the east), resulting in navigation to the relative location within the pool where the platform was located during training (Location C). Because the platform is always a fixed distance from the pool wall during training, directional responding could be followed by highly focused search at the relative location (Location C) based, in part, on distance information provided by the apparatus. If this pattern is observed, then it would seem that directional responding and control by the apparatus would provide a reasonable alternative to the idea that animals navigate to and persist in searching at an absolute spatial location in the Morris water task. Related to this possibility, a secondary goal of the present experiments is to highlight the utility of explaining navigation
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during a single Morris water task trial in terms of multiple, distinct sources of control.

Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was designed to evaluate the effects of moving the pool in the room on the direction of the swim trajectory and search behavior in animals that were trained to swim to an escape platform in a fixed location. Rats were given 36 hidden platform training trials over the course of 3 days, and the pool and platform location were fixed throughout training. All possible combinations of pool and platform location were trained for different groups of rats (see Figure 1). At the end of training, a probe trial was conducted in which the pool was either moved to another (untrained) position, such that the absolute spatial location and the relative spatial location were put into conflict, or remained in the same position used during training. Performance when the absolute location was no longer within the perimeter of the pool during the probe trial was also assessed. If rats learn to navigate to a particular spatial location on the basis of its fixed relationship to the distal visual cues, then moving the pool should result in a preference for navigation to the absolute spatial location. Mapping theories (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Tolman, 1948), which postulate that animals construct a map-like representation of space, would be able to explain this pattern of behavior, as would other explanations, such as perceptual matching (e.g., Wilkie & Palfrey, 1987) in which an animal navigates to a particular place by attempting to match a perceptual memory of what the environment looked like from the goal location.

Alternatively, the control provided by distal cues in the Morris water task could be predominantly related to the direction of trajectories selected during navigation. For example, Sutherland, Chew, Baker, and Linggard (1987) and Hamilton, Driscoll, and Sutherland (2002) found that rats and humans, respectively, learn to take trajectories to the platform within a familiar range of views experienced during training. One way in which these findings can be conceptualized is that subjects learn to move in a particular direction by approaching and avoiding cues experienced while swimming to and locating the platform. If the results of Skinner et al.’s (2003) study generalize to the Morris water task, then moving the pool should result in execution of a trajectory based on the direction in the room that resulted in escape from the water during training. This type of trajectory selection could be combined with control by the pool wall such that an animal swims in a particular direction and then searches for the platform at the appropriate distance from the pool wall. If so, then animals should perform this type of response regardless of whether the absolute spatial location is directly in competition with the relative location or the absolute location is completely outside the perimeter of the apparatus.

Method

Subjects. Subjects were 32 male hooded Long–Evans rats (Rattus norvegicus; Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) that were approximately 90 days of age at the beginning of the experiment. The rats in Experiment 1 had served as subjects in a water task experiment conducted approximately 70 days earlier when the animals were 17–24 days of age. All animals were pair housed in plastic cages on a 12-hr light–dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum. Behavioral testing was performed during the light phase from approximately 1200–1300. All procedures for the studies reported here were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of New Mexico.

Apparatus. The circular pool (1.5 m diameter, 48 cm high) was placed on a wooden frame (48 cm tall) that rested on appliance rollers, making it possible to easily move the pool when it was filled with water. The escape platform was constructed of plastic with a 16 cm × 16 cm top surface and a height of 25 cm. The pool was filled to a depth of 26 cm with cool water (22 °C) that was made opaque by adding a small amount (~56.70 g) of powdered white tempura paint. The testing room contained numerous distal visual cues, and the room walls formed a complex geometry (see Figure 1). Behavior was videotaped via an overhead camera and digital camcorder. The digital video was transferred to a Linux workstation for tracking and analysis.

Design and procedure. Experiment 1 was conducted in two phases, a training phase and a test phase. During the training phase, all rats were given 12 hidden platform trials during each of three daily sessions. During each daily session, rats were released three times from each of four possible release points around the perimeter of the pool (see Figure 1). The order of release points was selected randomly without replacement during each block of four trials. Rats were released facing the wall of the pool and were retrieved from the platform 5 s after mounting it. If a rat did not find the platform within 60 s, it was retrieved and placed on the platform for 5 s. Two pool positions were used, and there were three possible platform locations within the room (see Figure 1). An equal number of rats (n = 8) were randomly assigned to each of the four possible combinations of pool position and platform location (see Table 1). Once determined, the pool position and platform location remained fixed for each rat throughout training. For each training trial, we measured the latency to find the platform and computed each rat’s mean latency for each trial block.

On completion of the final training trial on Day 3, a 30-s no-platform probe trial was conducted. Release points for the probe trial were selected at random from two points that were not used during the training phase (the north-most and south-most points around the perimeter of the pool; see Figure 1). Half of the animals for each combination of pool position and platform location were assigned to either a Shift condition (n = 16), where the pool was moved 75 cm (from the trained position to the other pool position), or to a No Shift condition (n = 16), in which the pool remained in the trained position. For half of the animals in the Shift condition, the pool was moved such that the absolute spatial location of the platform during training was still within the pool but was now located in the center of the opposite quadrant. Thus, the absolute spatial location of the platform within the room and the relative spatial location within the pool were placed into competition with one another. This condition is referred to as the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition. For the remaining half

\[1\] Rats in this experiment were subjects in a study on development of place navigation in which each animal was given 24 hidden platform trials during one postnatal day (P17, P18, P19, P20, or P24). All training was performed in the same room as used in the present experiments; however, a different pool position and platform location were used. Only rats tested on P24 showed clear evidence of place learning, whereas rats tested on P17–P20 did not learn to take direct trajectories to the platform. Equal numbers of rats from each postnatal testing day were assigned to each of the conditions of Experiment 1.
of the animals in the Shift condition, the pool was moved such that the absolute spatial location of the platform was no longer within the pool but was approximately 37 cm beyond the pool wall. This condition, referred to as the Shift–Relative Only condition, allows for an assessment of navigation to and persistence at the relative spatial location during the probe trial without direct competition from the absolute spatial location (i.e., when it is not possible to reach the absolute spatial location within the room reference frame). If rats in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition distribute their time evenly between the absolute and relative spatial locations, then they should spend less time in the relative spatial location compared with rats in the Shift–Relative Only condition. That is, the cues that control navigation to the absolute spatial location should afford less effective competition in the Shift–Relative Only condition compared with the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition. Further, if animals in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition prefer the relative location, then navigation to and persistence at the absolute location in this condition can be directly compared with the same measures for the quadrant opposite the absolute location in the No Shift condition and the relative location in the Shift–Relative Only condition. This provides information about the degree to which animals in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition have learned to navigate to the absolute spatial location during training.

Four probe trial dependent measures were taken for each of two critical locations in the pool. For each group, there were two critical locations that were the same size as the platform surface. For the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition, the two critical locations were the absolute platform location and the relative platform location within the pool (which was in the quadrant opposite the absolute location). For the No Shift condition, the critical locations were the absolute platform location and a comparable location in the opposite quadrant of the pool. For the Shift–Relative Only condition, the two critical locations were the relative spatial location of the platform within the pool and a comparable location in the opposite quadrant. The opposite location for the No Shift and Shift–Relative Only conditions was chosen as a critical location because the absolute and relative locations are in opposite quadrants for the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition. The number of times each critical location was crossed and the rats’ average distance from each location during the probe trial were measured. The latter measure was adapted from the goal proximity measure described by Gallagher, Burwell, and Burchinal (1993). The latency to enter and the amount of time spent in a circular region (66 cm in diameter) centered around each of the critical locations were also measured.

**Results**

All statistical tests reported here are from univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and are significant at $p < .05$ unless otherwise noted.

**Hidden platform training.** Latency data were averaged for each of the three training trial blocks for each day and analyzed with a repeated-measures ANOVA with trial block (1–9), pool position (1 or 2), and platform location within the room (A, B, or C) as factors. There was a main effect of trial block, $F(8, 224) = 87.64$, which resulted from a decrease in latency to navigate to the platform across trial blocks ($M_{block \ 1} = 27.31$ s, $SD = 11.64$; $M_{block \ 9} = 3.39$ s, $SD = 1.29$). There were, however, no main effects of pool position or platform location (both $p s > .16$), and none of the two-way interactions involving trial block reached statistical significance (all $p s > .21$). The Pool Position × Platform Location interaction and the three-way interaction were not computed because pool position and platform location could not be completely crossed. To determine whether there were differences in learning based on the particular combinations of pool position and platform location, we conducted an ANOVA with trial block and combination of pool position and platform location as a between-subjects factor with four levels. There was no detectable effect of the combination of pool position and platform location, and this factor did not interact with trial block (all $p s > .30$).

**No-platform probe trial.** Representative probe trial swim paths for rats from each condition of Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 2, and condition means for each of the probe trial dependent measures are shown in Figure 3. All 16 rats in the No Shift condition navigated to the absolute spatial location of the platform during training first. Comparisons of each dependent measure for the two critical locations revealed that rats in the No Shift condition navigated faster to the absolute region than to the opposite region, $F(1, 15) = 86.85$; spent more time in the absolute region, $F(1, 15) = 88.67$; crossed the absolute location more frequently, $F(1, 15) = 48.13$; and navigated closer to the absolute location, $F(1, 15) = 87.47$.

All 8 rats in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition navigated to the relative region first rather than navigating to the absolute spatial location within the room. Supplementary Video 1 shows a representative trial for a single rat in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition. Rats in this condition navigated faster to the relative region than to the absolute region, $F(1, 7) = 28.27$; spent more time in the relative region, $F(1, 7) = 27.35$; crossed the relative location more frequently, $F(1, 7) = 10.80$; and navigated closer to the relative location, $F(1, 7) = 18.33$.

All 8 rats in the Shift–Relative Only condition navigated to the relative region of the pool first rather than navigating to the region opposite the relative location. Rats in this condition navigated faster to the relative region than to the opposite region, $F(1, 7) = 26.12$; spent more time in the relative region, $F(1, 7) = 8.75$; crossed the relative location.

### Table 1

**Combinations of Training Pool Position, Training Platform Location, and Probe Trial Pool Position (See Figure 1) Used for Each Condition in Experiment 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Training Pool position</th>
<th>Training Platform location</th>
<th>Probe trial Pool position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Shift</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift: Absolute vs. Relative</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shift: Relative Only</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. Each row represents a combination of pool positions and training platform location used for four animals.*
location more frequently, \( F(1, 7) = 6.83 \); and, on average, navigated closer to the relative location, \( F(1, 7) = 15.17 \).

Because the design of Experiment 1 does not allow for an ANOVA with condition and location as factors (condition and critical location are not fully crossed), direct comparisons of several condition means were conducted to evaluate the effects of shifting the pool within the room reference frame. The first set of comparisons was conducted for the absolute location measures in the No Shift and Shift–Absolute versus Relative conditions. Rats in the No Shift condition navigated faster to the absolute region than did rats in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition, \( F(1, 22) = 64.19 \); spent more time in the absolute region, \( F(1, 22) = 65.85 \); crossed the absolute location more frequently, \( F(1, 22) = 31.03 \); and navigated closer to the absolute location, \( F(1, 22) = 62.84 \).

Comparisons for the relative location in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition with the opposite location for the No Shift condition revealed significant differences for all dependent measures: latency to navigate to the region of interest (No Shift > Shift), \( F(1, 22) = 35.30 \); time in region (No Shift < Shift), \( F(1, 22) = 63.45 \); number of location crossings (No Shift < Shift), \( F(1, 22) = 14.55 \); and average proximity to the region of interest (No Shift > Shift), \( F(1, 22) = 68.56 \).

Comparisons for the relative location in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition and the absolute location for the No Shift condition were also conducted. Rats in the No Shift condition navigated faster to the absolute region than rats in the Shift—Absolute versus Relative condition navigated to the relative region, \( F(1, 22) = 4.65 \); spent more time in the absolute region than Shift–Absolute versus Relative spent in the relative region, \( F(1, 22) = 7.22 \); and crossed the absolute location more frequently than Shift–Absolute versus Relative rats crossed the relative location, \( F(1, 22) = 7.49 \). The condition differences for average proximity to location failed to reach significance, \( F(1, 22) = 3.74, p = .067 \), although the No Shift rats navigated more closely to the absolute

Figure 2. Representative swim paths during the no-platform probe trial for each condition of Experiment 1. Paths were selected for rats with median latencies to enter the preferred region during the probe trial (absolute for the No Shift condition and relative for the shift conditions). The large, thin circles shown for the shift conditions indicate the pool position used during hidden platform training. The thick circles indicate the pool position during the probe trial. The thin circles within the pool mark the two critical regions (66 cm diameter) around the absolute (dark gray square), relative (light gray square), or opposite location (open square) used for analysis. The initial trajectory, defined as the path taken from the release point until one of the two critical circular regions was entered, is shown in filled black circles. The remainder of the path for the probe trial is shown as a thin black line.

Figure 3. Mean (+ SEM) probe trial dependent measures for each condition of Experiment 1. “Rel vs Abs” and “Rel Only” refer to the Shift–Absolute vs. Relative and Shift–Relative Only conditions, respectively. A: Latency to enter the 66 cm diameter circular region around the two locations of interest. B: Mean distance (proximity) from the two critical locations. C: Number of times each critical location was crossed. D: Time spent in each of the two critical circular regions.
Finally, measures for the absolute location in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition and the opposite location for the No Shift and Shift–Relative Only condition were subjected to a one-way ANOVA with condition as a single factor. None of the effects reached statistical significance: latency ($p = .10$), time in region ($p = .07$), platform location crosses ($p = .37$), and region proximity ($p = .65$).

**Discussion**

Rats were trained to navigate to a fixed hidden platform, after which the pool was repositioned in the room such that animals could navigate either to the absolute spatial location within the room or to the relative location within the pool. This manipulation resulted in a clear pattern of data. When the pool was repositioned, rats navigated to the relative location first, crossed the relative location more frequently, spent more time in the relative region, and navigated more closely to the relative location. Further, rats in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition had latencies and average proximity scores for the relative location that were comparable with those of rats in the No Shift condition for the trained (absolute) location. This set of observations is particularly impressive because the Shift rats were never explicitly trained to navigate to the relative location. The present results would be expected if animals navigate in a particular direction that has been associated with finding the platform (within the room and apparatus) and search at the appropriate distance from the pool wall. Given that the rats in the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition treated the relative location in much the same way that the No Shift rats treated the absolute location, directional responding could account for performance in the standard Morris water task where the pool remains in the same position. The results are inconsistent with the hypothesis that rats learn to swim to an absolute spatial location on the basis of distal cues alone. Of course, in addition to learning a directional response during training, rats may also have learned the absolute location of the platform and our results may simply reflect a preference for directional responding over navigation to the absolute location when the pool is repositioned.

The preference for the relative location in Shift animals must reflect control by cues other than those from the pool wall alone, as the pool wall does not disambiguate the relative and absolute locations. The most obvious source of such control is the distal visual cues. Further, because the precise location where the search behavior occurred was never explicitly trained, the observations that Shift–Absolute versus Relative rats cross over the relative location more frequently than they do the absolute location and search at the appropriate distance from the pool wall at the relative location are difficult to explain in terms of control by distal cues alone. The observed search behavior must also be controlled by another source, and the apparatus wall is the only feature in the environment that could effectively control focused search at the relative location. The collective results of the probe trial, thus, indicate that navigation to and searching at a putative goal location when the pool is shifted are controlled by both the distal cues and the pool wall. Experiment 2 was undertaken to determine whether, during a single trial, these sources of control combine with a third salient source of control, a single visual cue that marks the platform location, to control directional responding or navigation to absolute locations.

**Experiment 2**

The processes involved in place navigation to a hidden platform in the Morris water task are often contrasted with cued navigation, in which a single visual cue marks the platform location. Thus, the rat need only learn to swim to this cue and there is no requirement that it learn to navigate on the basis of distal visual cues or apparatus. In some cases, a cue that is co-localized with the platform overshadows the distal cues (Redhead, Roberts, Good, & Pearce, 1997), whereas other studies have shown that animals can navigate to the platform location on the basis of distal cues when a visible platform is removed (Whishaw, Mittelman, Bunch, & Dunnett, 1987). Hamilton, Rosenfelt, and Whishaw (2004) demonstrated that some aspects of navigation, such as the direction of the initial trajectory to a visible platform, are controlled by distal cues even when the visible platform overshadows the distal cues with respect to other behaviors (e.g., persistence in searching).

If distal cues provide a source of control during cued navigation, then relocating the pool after training should yield evidence regarding the type of control provided by the distal room cues during cued navigation. In Experiment 2, rats were trained to swim to a platform marked by a conspicuous visual cue and two critical test trials were conducted. For the first test, the pool was shifted by 75 cm (e.g., from Location 1 to Location 2) and the visible platform was placed in either the absolute (trained) spatial location or in the relative location within the pool. If distal cues control directional responding even with a cued platform, then performance should be disrupted by shifting the pool and keeping the cued platform in the absolute spatial location but should be unaffected if the platform is kept in the relative spatial location in the apparatus. For the second test trial, the pool was either shifted or remained in the trained location and the platform and cue were removed from the pool for a probe trial. If the presence of the cued platform during training does not alter the way in which the distal cues and apparatus wall control the trajectory and persistence in searching, then rats should navigate to and persist in searching at the relative location as observed in Experiment 1. It is, however, also possible that the presence of the cue during training may support navigation to the absolute spatial location rather than directional responding when the pool is repositioned.

**Method**

**Subjects.** Subjects were 15 male Long–Evans rats (Rattus norvegicus; Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) that were approximately 90 days of age at the beginning of Experiment 2. All animals were housed with one cage mate in plastic cages on a 12-hr light–dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum. Behavioral testing was performed during the light phase from approximately 1200–1300.

**Apparatus.** The room and pool were the same as that used in Experiment 1. A black plastic ball (10 cm diameter) attached to a metal rod served as a proximal cue co-localized with the platform. The metal rod was placed in the center of the platform such that the bottom of the plastic ball was 10 cm above the platform surface.

**Design and procedure.** In Experiment 2, all rats were given 12 cued platform training trials during each of three daily sessions for a total of 36 trials. Two pool locations were used and the platform was always placed at Location B (see Figure 1). Eight rats were trained with the pool in Position 1, and 7 rats were trained with the
pool in Position 2 (see Table 2). During each daily session of 12 trials, rats completed three blocks of four trials during which each of four possible release points around the perimeter of the pool (see Figure 1) was used once. The order of release points followed a pseudorandom sequence. Rats were released facing the wall of the pool and were allowed to remain on the platform for 5 s before being returned to their holding cage.

Two test trials were conducted. The pool positions and platform locations used during training and testing are listed in Table 2. The first test trial immediately followed the fourth training trial on Day 3. The pool was shifted 75 cm from the trained position for all rats. For the 8 rats assigned to the Absolute condition, the cued platform was positioned at the absolute location used during training (Location B). For the 7 rats assigned to the Relative condition, the cued platform was moved along with the pool such that it remained in the same relative location within the pool. Two novel release points (north or south) were used for the first test trial, and the trial ended when the rat found the platform. Latency and path length to navigate to the escape platform were measured.

Following the first test trial, the remaining 8 training trials were conducted with the cued platform and pool in the original, trained locations. On completion of the final training trial on Day 3, a no-platform probe trial was conducted. For the 7 rats assigned to the No Shift condition, the pool remained in the trained location. A roughly equal number of rats from the Absolute and Relative test trial conditions were assigned to the No Shift condition (see Table 2). For the 8 rats assigned to the Shift condition, the pool was shifted by 75 cm (from Position 1 to 2 or from Position 2 to 1). An equal number of rats (n = 4) from the absolute and relative conditions from the first test trial were assigned to the shift condition. The probe trial lasted for 30 s, and the north or south release points were used. The dependent measures were the same as those for the probe trial of Experiment 1. The particular sequence of test and training trials on Day 3 was selected so that all rats received four training trials prior to the first test trial, followed by eight additional training trials prior to the no-platform probe trial. As the no-platform probe trial was an extinction trial, the pool relocation test trial with the cued platform was conducted first because we reasoned that it would be less likely to affect performance on the subsequent training trials and the no-platform probe trial.

**Table 2**

*Pool Positions and Platform Locations (See Figure 1) Used During Cued Platform Training, the Cued Platform Test Trial, and the No-Platform Probe Trial of Experiment 1*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training trial (position: platform)</th>
<th>Cued platform test</th>
<th>No-platform probe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position: platform</td>
<td>Condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: B</td>
<td>2: B</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: B</td>
<td>2: B</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: B</td>
<td>1: B</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: B</td>
<td>1: B</td>
<td>Absolute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: B</td>
<td>2: C</td>
<td>Relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: B</td>
<td>2: C</td>
<td>Relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: B</td>
<td>1: A</td>
<td>Relative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: B</td>
<td>1: A</td>
<td>Relative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Each row represents a sequence of training and testing used for two rats, with the exception of the final sequence, which was used for one rat.

**Results**

**Cued platform training.** Latency data were averaged for each of the three training trial blocks (four trials each) conducted on each day and analyzed with repeated-measures ANOVA with trial block (1–9) and pool position (1 or 2) as factors. There was a main effect of trial block, F(8, 104) = 126.28, which resulted from a decrease in escape latency across trial blocks (M_{Block, 1} = 19.08 s, SD = 5.52, M_{Block, 9} = 2.70 s, SD = 0.35). The main effect of pool position (p = .71) and the Pool Position × Trial Block interaction (p = .08) were not significant.

**Absolute versus relative test trial.** Representative test trial swim paths for rats from the Absolute and Relative conditions are shown in Figure 4, and condition means for latency and path length to navigate to the escape platform are shown in Figure 5. Test trials for all rats are shown in Supplementary Video 2. In the Absolute condition, 5 of the 8 rats showed significant disruptions in performance even though the cue above the platform was visible just as it was during training. Although 3 rats (Numbers 37, 38, and 41 in Supplementary Video 2) navigated more or less directly to the escape platform in the absolute location, Rats 37 and 41 clearly hesitated during their swim, resulting in longer escape latencies. In the Relative condition, 6 of the 7 rats navigated directly to the cued platform in the relative location. One rat (Rat 45 in Supplementary Video 2) began a trajectory in the general direction of the absolute location but then quickly altered its trajectory and navigated to the cued platform in the relative location. These qualitative differences in paths between the two conditions were accompanied by significant condition differences (Relative < Absolute) in latency to navigate to the platform, F(1, 13) = 9.28, and path length to navigate to the platform, F(1, 13) = 7.27.

**No-platform probe trial.** Representative probe trial swim paths for rats from the No Shift and Shift conditions of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 6, and condition means for each of the dependent measures are shown in Figure 7.

In the No Shift condition, 6 of the 7 rats navigated directly to the absolute region of the pool where the platform was located during training. One rat navigated first to the opposite quadrant of the pool. Rats in the No Shift condition navigated faster to the absolute region than to the opposite region, F(1, 6) = 13.49; spent more time in the absolute region, F(1, 6) = 11.42; and, on average, navigated closer to the absolute location, F(1, 6) = 5.90. Although rats in the No Shift condition crossed the absolute location more than twice as frequently as they crossed the opposite location, this difference was not significant (p = .34).

In the Shift condition, 7 of the 8 rats navigated directly to the relative region of the pool where the platform was located during training. One rat navigated to the absolute region first. Rats in the Shift condition navigated faster to the relative region than to the absolute region, F(1, 7) = 7.54, and, on average, navigated closer to the relative location, F(1, 7) = 5.47. Although rats in the Shift condition crossed the relative location more than they crossed the absolute location, this difference was not significant, and the condition difference for time in region also failed to reach significance (both ps > .23).

To evaluate the effects of shifting the pool on performance, we conducted an ANOVA with condition (No Shift vs. Shift) and location (absolute vs. other [relative or opposite quadrant]) as factors. There were no significant main effects of condition or location for any of the dependent measures (all ps > .07). The
Condition \times Location interaction for number of platform crosses did not reach significance \((p = .20)\); however, significant interactions for latency, \(F(1, 13) = 21.94\); time in region, \(F(1, 13) = 12.49\); and region proximity, \(F(1, 13) = 10.04\), were observed. As a result, we present the results of pairwise comparisons among condition means for these measures.

To simplify the presentation of these comparisons, we compared condition means separately for the absolute and opposite quadrant locations. Consistent with the observations noted above, rats in the No Shift condition navigated to the absolute region faster, \(F(1, 13) = 7.30\); spent more time in the absolute region, \(F(1, 13) = 10.34\); and navigated closer, on average, to the absolute location, \(F(1, 13) = 9.89\), than did rats in the Shift condition.

A similar pattern of results was obtained in comparisons of the opposite location measures (No Shift condition) and relative location measures (Shift condition). Rats in the Shift condition navigated to the relative region faster than No Shift rats reached the region opposite the absolute location, \(F(1, 13) = 15.79\). Shift rats also spent more time in the relative region, \(F(1, 13) = 8.23\). Animals in the Shift condition also navigated closer to the relative location than rats in the No Shift condition navigated to the opposite quadrant location; however, this difference failed to reach significance \((p = .09)\).

Of particular importance are comparisons of measures related to the preferred region for each condition. Comparisons of the absolute location measures for the No Shift condition and the relative location measures for the Shift condition failed to detect significant differences for latency and average distance from the location of interest (both \(p < .22\)). Rats in the No Shift condition, however, did spend more time in the absolute region than Shift animals spent in the relative region, \(F(1, 13) = 6.28\).

The question of whether the rats in each condition navigated to and searched at the nonpreferred region differently were addressed by direct comparisons of the absolute location measures for the Shift condition and the opposite location measures for the No Shift condition. These comparisons failed to detect significant differences for latency, average distance from the location of interest, and time spent in the region of interest (all \(p > .08\)).

**Discussion**

The results of Experiment 2 clearly indicate that navigation to a cued platform involves multiple sources of control, including the distal visual cues and the pool wall. Further, consistent with the.
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**Figure 4.** Representative swim paths for the absolute and relative conditions during the cued platform test trial of Experiment 2. Paths were selected for rats with median latencies to navigate to the cued platform. The large, thin circles indicate the pool position used during training, and the thick circles indicate the pool position during the test trial. The dark gray square marks the absolute spatial location (i.e., the trained location) within the distal room reference frame. The light gray square marks the relative location of the platform within the pool. The white circle marks the location of the platform during the test trial.
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**Figure 5.** Mean (+ SEM) latency (A) and path length (B) for rats in the absolute and relative conditions to navigate to the escape platform during the cued platform test trial from Experiment 2.
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**Figure 6.** Representative swim paths for the Shift and No Shift conditions during the no-platform probe trial of Experiment 2. Paths were selected for rats with median latencies to enter the preferred region during the probe trial (absolute for the No Shift condition and relative for the Shift condition). The large, thin circles shown for the Shift condition indicate the pool position used during training. The thick circles indicate the pool position during the probe trial. The thin circles within the pool mark the two critical regions (66 cm diameter) around the absolute (dark gray square), relative (light gray square), or opposite location (open square) used for analysis. The initial trajectory, defined as the path taken from the release point until one of the two critical circular regions was entered, is shown in black circles. The remainder of the path for the probe trial is shown as a thin black line.
findings from Experiment 1, the distal cues controlled directional responding rather than navigation to the absolute spatial location of the platform. Perhaps the most striking observation from Experiment 2 is the large disruption in cued navigation when the pool was shifted and the platform was kept in the same absolute location in a familiar room (see Supplementary Video 2). The degree of disruption observed here is comparable with that observed by Hamilton et al. (2004) when rats navigated to a familiar visible platform in a completely novel distal cue environment. The fact that shifting the pool within the room did not disrupt cued navigation when the platform was kept in the relative spatial location indicates that the distal cues control directional responding and that the disruptions observed in the Absolute condition were not simply due to a more generalized disruption caused by changing the relationship between the pool and the distal cues.

The results of the no-platform probe trial correspond well with the results of the first test trial. Shift rats navigated to the relative location first, navigated closer to the relative location than to the absolute location, and showed evidence of persisting at the relative location more than at the absolute location. This pattern supports the idea that the distal cues, pool wall, and platform cue all control behavior during a single trial and that the presence of a cue co-localized with the platform does not fundamentally alter how distal cues and the pool wall control navigation. Considered together, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 provide strong support for navigation on the basis of direction and distance information provided by the room and apparatus cues, respectively.

Experiment 3

Given the clear pattern of data in support of directional responding from Experiments 1 and 2, we examined two additional aspects of the procedures that may have contributed to the observed results. First, performance was clearly at asymptote after 8–12 training trials; however, a total of 36 training trials were given. In dry land mazes, it is claimed that rats navigate to places early during training but show a shift to response-based performance later during training (Chang & Gold, 2003; Packard & McGaugh, 1996). If this behavioral pattern holds generality, then it is possible that the rats tested in Experiments 1 and 2 navigated to the absolute place where the platform was located during the initial stages of training but shifted to a directional response strategy later in training. The methods used in Experiments 1 and 2 should effectively rule out other forms of responding, such as taking specific routes to the platform, because the pool was repositioned in the room and a novel release point was used for the critical probe trial. It is, however, conceivable that movement in a particular direction in the room and apparatus becomes the predominant behavior only after overtraining. A second methodological feature of the previous experiments that may have supported directional responding over place navigation is the brief duration (5 s) the rats were allowed to stay on the platform. Several studies have presented positive evidence that rats can learn to place navigate on the basis of experience viewing the distal cues from the platform location (Devan et al., 2002; Keith & McVety, 1988; Pearce, Roberts, Redhead, & Prados, 2000; Sutherland & Linggard, 1982; but see Sutherland et al., 1987, and Chew, Sutherland, & Whishaw, 1989), thus, limited platform experience could have had a detrimental effect on learning to navigate to the place where the platform was located.

Either or both of these procedural elements could have resulted in a preference for directional responding over navigating to the platform location. To examine this possibility, we gave rats a total
of eight hidden platform training trials and allowed them to stay on the platform for 30 s at the end of each trial. The pool was then repositioned as in Experiments 1 and 2 and navigation to the relative and absolute locations was assessed. If overtraining and limited experience from the platform were responsible for the directional responding observed in Experiments 1 and 2, then the results of Experiment 3 should reveal no preference for the relative location. Further, if animals shift from navigating to places early in training to directional responding later in training, then rats should navigate to the absolute location when the pool is repositioned.

Method

Subjects. Subjects were 16 experimentally naive male Long-Evans rats (Rattus norvegicus; Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) that were approximately 90 days of age at the beginning of the experiment. All animals were pair housed in plastic cages on a 12-hr light–dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum. Behavioral testing was performed during the light phase from approximately 1200–1300.

Apparatus. The room and pool were the same as those used in Experiments 1 and 2.

Design and procedure. Experiment 3 consisted of a training phase followed by a single no-platform probe trial. During training, all rats were given eight hidden platform trials during a single session. The animals were released twice from each of the four release points around the perimeter of the pool (see Figure 1) in a pseudorandom sequence. Rats were examined by the experimenter and placed on the platform if the trial duration exceeded 60 s. Regardless of whether the rats were placed on the platform or swam to the platform, they were allowed to remain on the platform for 30 s before being returned to the holding cage. Two pool positions (1 and 2) were used, and the platform was always at Location B in the room (see Figure 1). An equal number of rats (n = 8) were randomly assigned to each of the two possible combinations of pool position and platform location. The latency to navigate to the platform was measured for each trial.

On completion of the final training trial, a single no-platform probe trial was conducted. The probe trial lasted for 30 s, and animals were released from one of two novel release points (north or south; see Figure 1). Half of the animals from each combination of pool position and platform location were assigned to either a Shift condition (n = 8) in which the pool was moved 75 cm from the trained position to the other possible pool position or to a No Shift condition (n = 8) in which the pool remained in the same position used during training. The Shift condition of Experiment 3 corresponds to the Shift–Absolute versus Relative condition from Experiment 1 (see Table 1), and the No Shift condition was the same as that of Experiment 1. Four dependent measures were taken for the probe trial, as in Experiments 1 and 2.

Results

Hidden platform training. Escape latencies for each of the eight training trials were analyzed with repeated-measures ANOVA with trial (1–8) and pool position (1 or 2) as factors. There was a main effect of trial, F(7, 98) = 28.52, which resulted from a decrease in escape latency across trials (M_{trial 1} = 51.25 s, SD = 11.11; M_{trial 8} = 4.81 s, SD = 2.69). The main effect of pool position was not significant, and there was no significant Pool Position × Trial interaction (both ps > .08).

A separate analysis was conducted with trial and probe trial condition (No Shift or Shift) as factors. The condition main effect was not significant nor was there a significant Condition × Trial interaction (both ps > .16). The asymptotic latency for hidden platform training during Experiment 1 was 4.85 s (averaged over the last six blocks). This level of performance was not achieved until Trial 8 in Experiment 3, and means for all previous trials were 7.5 s or greater. A comparison of condition means for Trial 8 was not significant (p = .17; M_{no shift} = 3.88 s vs. M_{shift} = 5.75 s).

No-platform probe trial. Representative probe trial swim paths for rats from the No Shift and Shift conditions of Experiment 3 are shown in Figure 8, and condition means for each of the dependent measures are shown in Figure 9.

In the No Shift condition, all 8 rats first navigated to the absolute region where the platform was located during training prior to navigating to the opposite region, although the trajectories to the absolute location were less direct than those observed with more extensive training in Experiment 1. Rats in the No Shift condition navigated faster to the absolute region than to the opposite region, F(1, 7) = 46.11; spent more time in the absolute region, F(1, 7) = 42.88; navigated closer to the absolute location, F(1, 7) = 20.86; and crossed the absolute platform location more frequently than the opposite location, F(1, 7) = 20.24.

In the Shift condition, 6 of the 8 rats first navigated directly to the relative region where the platform was located during training prior to navigating to the absolute region. One rat entered the absolute region first, but only by a few centimeters, and then showed a clear preference for the relative location during the remainder of the probe trial. Another rat left the release point slowly and followed the pool wall into the absolute region but did not show a clear preference for either location during the probe.

![Figure 8](image-url) Figure 8. Representative swim paths for the shift and No Shift conditions during the no-platform probe trial of Experiment 3. Paths were selected for rats with median latencies to enter the preferred region during the probe trial (absolute for the No Shift condition and relative for the shift condition). The large, thin circles shown for the shift condition indicate the pool position used during training. The thick circles indicate the pool position during the probe trial. The thin circles within the pool mark the two critical regions (66 cm diameter) around the absolute (dark gray square), relative (light gray square), or opposite location (open square) used for analysis. The initial trajectory, defined as the path taken from the release point until one of the two critical circular regions was entered, is shown in filled black circles. The remainder of the path for the probe trial is shown as a thin black line.
trial. Rats in the Shift condition navigated faster to the relative region than to the absolute region, $F(1, 7) = 5.73$; spent more time in the relative region, $F(1, 7) = 5.85$; navigated closer to the relative location, $F(1, 7) = 5.65$; and crossed the relative platform location more frequently than the absolute location, $F(1, 7) = 5.30, p = .055$.

To evaluate the effects of shifting the pool on performance, we conducted an ANOVA with condition (No Shift vs. Shift) and location (absolutes vs. other [relative or opposite quadrants]) as factors. There were no significant main effects of condition for any dependent measure (all $p > .28$). There was a significant main effect of location for average proximity (absolute < other), $F(1, 14) = 5.37$, indicating that, overall, rats navigated closer to the absolute region. The remaining main effects of location failed to reach significance (all $p > .17$). There were significant Location $\times$ Condition interactions for latency, $F(1, 14) = 21.97$; time in region, $F(1, 14) = 30.58$; platform crosses, $F(1, 14) = 19.78$; and region proximity, $F(1, 14) = 25.96$. As a result, we present the results of pairwise comparisons among condition means for these measures.

To simplify the presentation of these comparisons, we compared condition means separately for the absolute and opposite quadrant locations. Consistent with the observations noted above, rats in the No Shift condition navigated faster to the absolute region, $F(1, 14) = 5.16$; spent more time in the absolute region, $F(1, 14) = 16.43$; navigated closer, on average, to the absolute location, $F(1, 14) = 15.45$; and crossed the absolute platform location more frequently, $F(1, 14) = 9.21$, than did rats in the Shift condition. Rats in the Shift condition navigated faster to the relative region than No Shift rats navigated to the opposite region, $F(1, 14) = 49.84$; spent more time in the relative region than No Shift rats spent in the opposite region, $F(1, 14) = 25.37$; navigated closer to the relative location than No Shift navigated to the opposite location, $F(1, 14) = 17.27$; and crossed the relative location more frequently than No Shift rats crossed the opposite location, $F(1, 14) = 11.23$.

Direct comparisons of the absolute location measures for the No Shift condition and the relative location measures for the Shift condition were undertaken to determine whether there were detectable differences in how animals from each condition navigated to and searched at the preferred location. These comparisons failed to detect significant condition differences for latency, time in the region of interest, and number of platform crosses ($p > .31$). Rats in the No Shift condition, however, navigated more closely to the absolute location than Shift rats navigated to the relative location, $F(1, 14) = 6.35$.

The question of whether the rats in each condition differentially navigated to and searched at the nonpreferred region were addressed by direct comparisons of the absolute location measures for the Shift condition and the opposite location measures for the No Shift condition. These comparisons failed to detect significant differences for any of the dependent measures (all $p > .18$).

**Discussion**

If animals navigate to absolute spatial locations early during training and extended platform placement supports learning to navigate to the precise spatial location of the platform, then giving longer platform experience and fewer training trials should result in a preference for the absolute location. The procedures used in Experiment 3, however, did not alter the pattern of results observed in Experiments 1 and 2. Providing animals with 30 s of
platform experience on each trial and providing fewer training trials resulted in a virtually identical pattern of results observed with less platform experience and overtraining. For every measure of performance during the probe trial, rats in the Shift condition showed a clear preference for the relative location when the pool was shifted. As in the previous experiments reported here, navigation to the relative location in the Shift condition was highly similar to navigation to the absolute location in the No Shift condition. Moreover, the Shift rats treated the absolute region in much the same way that rats in the No Shift condition treated an arbitrarily selected region in the opposite side of the pool. Thus, together with the results of Experiments 1 and 2, the outcome of Experiment 3 provides a clear demonstration that rats perform directional responding over navigation to the absolute location in the water task. Of importance, the rats used in Experiment 3 were task naive whereas the rats in Experiment 1 had prior experience in the water task approximately 70 days earlier on Postnatal Days 17–24. Thus, the results of Experiment 3 support the conclusion that the prior water task experience of rats in Experiment 1 did not contribute to the observed directional responding.

The goal in Experiment 3 was to cease training when rats were just reaching asymptotic levels of performance. It could, however, be argued that the rats were already at or approaching asymptotic levels of performance prior to Trial 8. If so, then it would still be possible that the animals transiently used a strategy that would result in navigation to the absolute location (e.g., for a couple of trials) and had already shifted to directional responding by the time the probe trial was conducted. There are good reasons to discount this argument. In observing the behavior of all the animals, it was not until around Trial 7 or 8 that animals clearly took direct paths to the platform; thus, direct navigation to an absolute place or directional responding to the relative location could not have occurred until Trial 7 at the earliest. Indeed, neither group reached asymptotic levels of performance comparable with the values observed in Experiment 1 until Trial 8. Because rats only swim directly to the platform for one or two trials prior to the probe trial, the results of Experiment 3 score against the idea that a shift in response type with overtraining can explain the results of Experiments 1 and 2.

General Discussion

The results of the three experiments reported here demonstrate a clear preference for navigation to the relative location rather than the absolute platform location when the pool was repositioned. These observations are consistent with the idea that rats navigate to the platform in the Morris water task by swimming in the direction of the platform in the room but are inconsistent with the notion that accurate performance in this task depends on learning to navigate to the precise spatial location of the platform. In addition to directly navigating to the relative location, rats also persisted in searching at the relative location of the platform, indicating that search behaviors typically observed in water task probe trials are still supported by the available cues when the pool is repositioned. The preference for the relative location was not altered by (a) removing the opportunity to navigate to the absolute platform location (Experiment 1), (b) the presence of a cue that marked the platform (Experiment 2), (c) limiting the number training trials to avoid overtraining (Experiment 3), or (d) increasing the duration of experience on the platform during training (Experiment 3). In addition, the results of all three experiments highlight the fact that navigation in the Morris water task is controlled by multiple sources, including the distal cues, pool wall, and, if present, any cue that marks the platform. To explain these observations in terms of multiple sources of control, we propose that navigation to an escape platform in the Morris water task involves a movement vector that consists of at least two processes related to direction and distance information: (a) execution of a trajectory, the directionality of which is based on distal room cues, and (b) search behavior at the appropriate distance from the pool wall. This type of explanation is in clear contrast to proposals that emphasize the ability to navigate to specific places; however, these contrasting accounts and the processes they postulate need not be mutually exclusive. After summarizing the major findings of the three experiments, we consider the results in relation to several behavioral and physiological phenomena that have been demonstrated in navigation tasks and discuss the implications for explanations of navigation in the water task.

In the experiments reported here, rats navigated directly to and persisted in searching at the relative location when the pool was shifted to a different location in the room. Despite this rather large shift in the pool position (75 cm), inspection of the representative swim paths (see Figures 2, 6, and 8) and the condition means for the probe trial (see Figures 3, 7, 9) reveals that in many respects the Shift rats treat the relative location similar to how the No Shift rats treat the absolute location, particularly with respect to the initial trajectory and distribution of search during the probe trial. It should be noted, however, that there was some disruption in performance for the Shift conditions during probe trials, which could be attributed to perceptual differences related to moving the pool a full 75 cm, release from a novel location, and/or the possibility that the place and direction information were made incompatible. The pattern of data for the opposite location in the No Shift conditions provides an indicator of how rats treated an arbitrary location that was the same distance from the pool wall as the trained platform location. It is interesting to note that rats in the Shift conditions treated the absolute location as if it were an untrained location, comparable with that of the opposite location for the No Shift conditions. Experiment 2 established that distal cues and the pool wall acquire control over navigation when a conspicuous cue marks the platform location, and this control involves directional responding rather than place navigation. The results of Experiment 3 indicate that directional responding is not limited to situations in which animals are overtrained and given limited experience from the platform, as in Experiments 1 and 2. Because evidence for directional responding was obtained with just a few training trials, the present results do not support the idea that rats shift from a place strategy early in training to a response-based strategy later in training, as has been claimed to occur in dry land mazes (Chang & Gold, 2003; Packard & McGaugh, 1996). Rather, it appears that rats performed directional responding early as well as later in training. We did not evaluate the possibility that rats may shift from a preference for directional responding to place navigation with more extensive training. Further, we also did not evaluate whether platform placement training alone supports directional responding rather than place navigation. If it does, then the range of situations in which a directional response is learned in the water task would appear to be broad enough to support the conclusion that this is the primary way in which animals navigate to a fixed platform in the water task. Future studies are planned to
evaluate the effects of overtraining and platform placement alone on place navigation and directional responding.

Overall, the results of the present study fit nicely with the results of previous maze-learning studies that have used similar manipulations. Blodgett et al. (1949) trained rats in a T maze in which a food reward could be found in the end of one arm. The T maze was repositioned in the room from trial to trial such that some rats were trained to always navigate to the same place in the room, regardless of the direction of movement in the room, whereas others were trained to always move in a particular direction in the room. Animals in the latter condition made significantly fewer errors than did animals that were trained to navigate to a particular place. More recently, Skinner et al. (2003) reported similar results in a task in which rats were trained to navigate to one corner of a square open field. The open field was repositioned from trial to trial such that the reinforced corner was always in the same spatial location in the room, regardless of the apparatus position, or was always found by moving in a particular direction in the room. Animals in the directional responding condition met criterion significantly faster than did animals trained to navigate to a specific place.

Although the studies by Blodgett et al. (1949) and Skinner et al. (2003) performed the critical manipulations during training rather than during a single test trial, as was done here, the patterns of data are highly consistent with our findings. Our decision to evaluate the effects of shifting the pool during test trials rather than during acquisition was based on the desire to compare the test trial performance for Shift and No Shift rats on a set of dependent measures that are typically taken as evidence for learning specific places in the Morris water task. Evaluation of the shift manipulation during a probe trial allowed for an assessment of persistence in searching (e.g., dwell, number of times the locations were visited) at each of the critical locations, which revealed that rats treat the relative spatial location in the pool much like they treat the absolute location when the pool is not shifted. As such, the movement vector hypothesis proposed here could also account for performance when the pool is not shifted as in the standard Morris water task. It is important to note this pattern of results and the conclusions that followed would not have been possible solely on the basis of evaluating the effects of manipulations during training.

The present results definitively refute the idea that rats swim to the escape platform exclusively by matching the current view of the distal cues to a perceptual memory of what the cues look like from the platform location (Wilkie & Palfrey, 1987). If such a process operated, then the rats should have navigated to the absolute spatial location of the platform. The perceptual matching model presented by Wilkie and Palfrey (1987) also ignores the apparatus as a source of control. Although the pool wall does not disambiguate spatial locations, rats can learn to swim at the appropriate distance of the platform from the pool wall (Sutherland & Rudy, 1988) and the present results indicate that this information can combine with direction information to control navigation and subsequent search behavior. Of importance, the present studies do not indicate that rats cannot learn the precise location of the platform or rule out the possibility that rats learn both the absolute spatial location of the platform and a directional response during training. Thus, a more conservative conclusion is that rats simply show a preference for directional responding over other types of responding when the pool is repositioned.

Although the results do not necessarily refute mapping theory, the idea that rats navigate in the water task on the basis of a global cognitive map is difficult to reconcile with the preference for directional responding and the evidence for control by the apparatus and distal cues described here. Directional responding as it has been described here is similar to the concept of orientation described by O’Keefe and Nadel (1978), which they argued to be distinct from a locale system involved in place navigation. Olton et al. (1979) contrasted place navigation and orientation by pointing out that a place would be analogous to a single point (e.g., in a Cartesian coordinate system), whereas orientation involves a vector (a line and direction). Thus, navigating by moving in a particular direction within the apparatus and room can be thought of as occurring along an axis, or line, whereas place navigation involves movement to a particular point. The present evidence for directional responding is clearly consistent with Olton’s characterization of orientation and inconsistent with the idea that rats learn to navigate to a single point.

Given the dissociation of direction and place reported here, it is important for future studies to thoroughly evaluate the contribution of place information to water task learning. Whether rats are capable of learning to navigate to absolute locations or prefer place navigation in some situations could be addressed by moving the pool on each trial and keeping the platform at the same location or in the same direction, similar to the methods of Blodgett et al. (1949) and Skinner et al. (2003). If directional responding is the predominant form of learning in the water task and the contribution attributable to place information is negligible, then appealing to a system capable of learning precisely where reinforcement occurs to explain Morris water task performance would not be necessary. Rather, such demonstrations would underscore the importance of focusing on the behavioral processes involved in navigation between locations (Mackintosh, 2002; Shettleworth, 1998). That is not to say that explanations of navigation in terms of particular types of representations are not consistent with our observations. For example, one way in which the present results can be understood is to consider the space within the apparatus and the distal environment as two distinct frames of reference (Sutherland & Hamilton, 2004). The results reported here would be expected if animals attempt to navigate to places within the apparatus reference frame on the basis of information about direction provided by the distal cue reference frame. Thus, rather than the operation of a global map-like representation, the results presented here are consistent with the operation of distinct reference frames (Gibson, 2001; Sutherland & Hamilton, 2004) or separate, non-global maps (Cheng, 1986; Gallistel, 1990).

Recently, Nimer and colleagues (Nimer & Rao, 2003; Yoganasimha & Nimer, 2005) described physiological data consistent with distinct room and apparatus reference frames. After preferred firing patterns of hippocampal place cells (O’Keefe & Dostrovsky, 1971) and head direction cells in anterior thalamus (Taube, 1995; Taube & Burton, 1995) were established, the openfield apparatus was moved in the room. During apparatus translation, the preferred firing location and direction of the respective cell types remained bound to the apparatus rather than to absolute spatial locations defined by the distal cue reference frame. Another property of hippocampal place cells with clear relevance for the present results comes from the observation that some place cells are active primarily when an animal approaches a location from a particular direction (McNaughton, Barnes, & O’Keefe, 1983; Mul-
ler, Bostock, Taube, & Kubie, 1994). These directional firing properties have been observed when animals take direct trajectories along highly consistent or constrained paths or search at specific locations (Markus et al., 1995) but not when animals explore open fields (McNaughton et al., 1983; Gothard, Skaggs, Moore, & McNaughton, 1996) or randomly search an environment (Markus et al., 1995). The behavior of well-trained rats in the water task is unambiguously direct and focused, even when the pool is repositioned; therefore, these electrophysiological correlates of navigation-related behavior fit well with the present findings. Hippocampal damage (Morriss, Garrud, Rawlins, & O’Keefe, 1982; Pearce, Roberts, & Good, 1998; Sutherland, Kolb, & Whishaw, 1982; Sutherland et al., 2001) and alteration of hippocampal physiology (Moser, Krobert, Moser, & Morris, 1998; Steele & Morris, 1999) cause profound impairments in the water task; however, to our knowledge, these deficits have only been reported for cases in which the pool always remains in the same location. Thus, one question motivated by the present findings concerns the degree to which directional responding and place navigation in the water task are affected by hippocampal damage. Hippocampal lesions must disrupt all processes capable of supporting direct trajectories to the platform, including directional responding. However, an unambiguous demonstration of impaired directional responding in the water task in a situation where direction and place are not confounded is needed. A recent study by Stringer, Martin, and Skinner (2005) demonstrated that hippocampal lesions disrupt directional learning as well as place learning in a dry land maze when the apparatus was repeatedly moved and reinforcement was either located in the same place or in the same direction within the room. The methods used by Stringer et al. (2005) could be easily adapted to the water task and seem well suited to address this question. A definitive demonstration that directional responding in the water task depends on the hippocampus would have considerable implications for explanations of the biological bases of spatial navigation.

In summary, the results of the present study demonstrate two important features of spatial learning and navigation in the Morris water task. First, the results indicate that rats can learn to navigate to a hidden or cued escape platform by moving in a particular direction relative to distal cues and swimming at the appropriate distance from the pool wall. We propose that these processes reflect the operation of a movement vector composed of direction and distance information provided by distal cues and the pool wall, respectively. Alternatives to this explanation, such as cognitive mapping or perceptual matching, propose systems in which animals can learn the precise place where reinforcement occurs. If the type of movement vector proposed here is sufficient to account for navigation in the Morris water task, then appeal to explanations based on such systems would be unnecessary. It is important to note, however, that processes involved in true place navigation and processes involved in the movement vector proposed here need not be mutually exclusive and may in fact be related. Second, the results demonstrate that multiple sources of control operate during a single trial. This is evident in the results of all three experiments in that the pool wall, distal cues, and cued platform all controlled behavior. The framework presented by Sutherland and Hamilton (2004) emphasized the idea that multiple constituent processes can operate serially, in parallel, or rapidly alternate when animals navigate from one place to another (see also McDonald & White, 1994). Considered in this way, the results described here reflect the operation of at least two constituent processes in the hidden platform task but do not rule out other critical processes that were not investigated. Identification of the constituent processes that operate during a single navigation trial, the basic principles involved in their operation, and the situations in which they operate are critical for advancing and evaluating theories of navigation.
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